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Interviewing Cathy Sayer, Intro to Oral History, 2011
On February 9, 2011 I interviewed Cathy Sayer in her office. Cathy Sayer was born in
Texas and lived on a farm with her family. When she was a little girl she work and volunteered
at her church. She has been married to her husband for 43 years and they have four children
together. Some of the things that I found out about her is that she (lecturer, Department of English)
has been writing and literature at Wright State for fourteen years and, much of time, in the Honors
Program. She is a pioneer in the service learning concept at WSU, incorporating it into all of her
courses so students have the opportunity to achieve academic learning objectives through
community service. Her students acknowledge that they learn a great deal about writing in her
courses--and have to work hard for it.
Cathy's accomplishments and service have been recognized across the campus. The
College of Liberal Arts presented her with their Outstanding Teaching Award in 2004, the award
for Overall Excellence in Learning Community Instruction in Fall2005, and the Outstanding
First-Year Student Advocate in 2006. The University Honors Program is pleased to add "Honors
Teacher of the Year" to her achievements. Cathy is a serious yet respected writing teacher.
Appropriately, Cathy was recently appointed University Director of Service Learning. She has
been married to her husband for 43 years and they have four children together. She has done
numerous workshops such as "Service Learning: the Academic View," bimonthly luncheon of
The Wright Way, College Hill Church, 27 September 2002, "How to Respond to a Rhetorical
Analysis Essay." University Writing Center. Wright State University, January 2000, "Using
Small Groups Effectively." Wright State University, College of Education, Division of
Professional Practice, March 1994,"Managing Conflict in the Classroom," Wright State
University, Center for Teaching and Learning, Fall Retreat for Teaching Assistants, 1993. The
setting of the interview was wonderful. It was in her office and it was clean so no distractions at
all. It was quiet and no one came until the last minute of the video. I absolutely loved this
interview. She was worth interviewing because she is has worked so hard to help out others and
she was telling me about the ups and downs for her work. What I would carry away is that hard
work does pay off and try and help the community more.
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0:00:12-0:00:14 Getting involved in Community Service
She is talking about what kinds of workshops that she was involved in. She says that her children
got her to get involved in doing community service in being a teacher. Also she discusses that
what she has done when it comes to her teaching, she incorporated it into her classes.
0:03:53-0:05:23 Involvement In Community Life and Changes In Life
She talks about her community life started when she was younger. She also says what kinds of
community services that she has in her childhood.
0:06:30-0:14:38 Some Satisfying Contributions or Accomplishments?
She talks about two accomplishments that she is most proud of. One would be the partnership
that Wright State has developed through this office, as a result of my work with Westwood Pre
K through 8 schools. She elaborates on what she has gone through to make that happen. The
other one that she talked about was the food pantry that just opened to serve Wright State
students.
0:14:38-0:16:05 The person who has influenced Me
She talks about how God influenced her to get into community service. She gets personal with
this answer.I1JJ
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0:17:58-0:20:06 Family being Involved in Wanting to do Community Service
She talks about the very first project that she did. Also how her husband was a big support to her
through that process.
0:20:06-0:21:39 Childhood
I
She goes into detail about her childhood what some memories that she shared.
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0:21:39-0:25:44 Background and Preparation For The Work
She talks about when she went to college twice because the first time she dropped out of college
because of taking care of her children. She talks about the she had a double major in English and
Communications because at first she wanted to be a writer.
0:25:44-0:27:09 Most Interesting and Compelling Programs
She elaborates how the facultY. members taught her to work together and incorporate community
services into their courses.(f)J
0:27:09-0:35:04 Becoming A Director
She goes from beginning to end about how she became the director of services. What type of
grants that she and Margie came up with and kinds of projects that have been done. Not only
that, the meetings that have been taken place.
0:35:04- 0:40:05 Enjoyment of Being A Director
She says that one is just helping connect people to each other and she goes on to say why she like
helping people. She brings up a memory of when she was helping someone as well. She also
talks about the frustrations about being a director as well.
0:40:05-0:41:05 What I liked about Teaching
She onlyffi]l~~h\te liked teaching. It's not complete detail.
0:41:05-0:43:10 Winning Teaching Awards
She says that one of the awards that she won was because of her students. She talks about how
her students voted to help her win an award.
0:43:10-0:45:49 Coming To Wright State
She states why she came to Wright State. She goes on to why she likes Wright State and she
began her teaching here and she decided to stay.
0:45:49-0:46:09 Children Doing Community Service Because of Courts
She say what kinds of things that the students do when they have to do the community service.
She gives an example like she says they can straighten up offices because one student straighten
up her office.
0:46:09-0:48:30 Still Working with Those Students In Court
She says that she would still work with them. She doesn't have a problem with that. She goes on
and elaborates why she would still work with those students.
0:48:30-0:49:33 Advice For her Children
She is telling what she would say to her kids if they wanted to do her job.
0:49:33-0:50:13 Still talking to Marjorie
She says yes, she still talks to Marjorie.

0:50:13-0:50:48 Married
She just told me how long she has been married.
0:50:48-0:51:01 Husband Still Community Service
She talks about how her husband is retired for doing community service. Not only that, she goes
on to say that her husband is now teaching a class.
0:51:01-0:53:00 Doing Events Together and Enjoyment
She says that it's really nice to have something in common with that person you are married.
Also there are all kinds of ways to make a married work. She mentioned one thing that they did
together and that was a cleanup.
0:54:13-0:58:05 Children Being Involved With Community Service
She talks about where her children are and what they have been doing. She goes into detail of
what her children are involved in and what college that they went to.
0:58:05-0:59:50 Going Through Obstacles Lessons Learned
She talks about her relationship with God and how important it is to have a relationship with
him.
0:59:50- 1:01:12 Advice For The Students
She tells them that to look for classes that have social learning and take as many of those as
much as you can. Basically she gives you steps on how to do her job.
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Ashley: My name is Ashley Robbins and this is for into to oral history where I am interviewing
Ms. Cathy Sayer. 00:12: So how are you doing today?
Cathy: I'm fine, thank you.
Ashley: Alright. 00:14: So how did you get involved with your community issues with
community service?
Cathy: Well the community service I'm involved in now as a faculty member, as a staff member
here at Wright State started when I was in graduate school. I was learning how to teach writing
and I was noticing that my children were not being taught to write with the same up to date
methods that I was being taught at graduate school. So, I had some theories about why that might
be but decided I wouldn't really know what the answer was unless I got involved in you know.
So I offered to help with one of my children's classes. I asked the teacher if it would be alright if
I could do a workshop, a writing workshop. And so we set it up so I came in every Friday for
about six weeks I think, I was going to try to do little mini conferences with the child
individually in class and then work with them to teach them how to give each other feedback on
their writing. But what I discovered was that it was very difficult to use some of those teaching
techniques in a class of25 to 35 4th graders. We were working with one of them and then there
were going to be 24 or 34 others that were relatively free to cause all kinds of havoc. So, the next
year I decided to ask some graduate students to get involved with me and do the workshop again
and the following year. One of my colleagues got interested in doing the workshop as well so we
expanded and did workshops for two different classes. And then, after that experience, having
another colleague to talk to, we just decided why couldn't that be a course? Why couldn't we be
doing this project as a course on how to teach writing where graduate students could be learning,
or even undergraduate students could be learning to teach writing by helping run these
workshops with the schools? So the next year that's what we did, we turned that into a class and
we started researching and we found out there were other teachers that were using this kind of
pedagogue, incorporating some kind of community service into their courses so that their
students could learn things that they were supposed to learn in those course and the had a term
for it. It was called service learning. I hadn't heard of it until I was actually already doing it. And

you know it was so much fun to teach that way because I learned things. I learned things from
the students and their experiences that they were having and their service and I learned things
from the community partner and the elementary school and middle school students we were
working with. And every time I taught, there was something new that I could experience and
learn because of the service learning, So, eventually I started incorporating it into all of my
classes.
Ashley: Oh, okay.
Cathy: And so with business, writing, and literature, I would always include some kind of
service learning and it eventually go to really, where I built the courses around the projects.
Ashley: Wow, that's amazing. I think you just answered my next question. (03:53) tell me about
your involvement in the community life, how has this changed across your life?
Cathy: Well, actually I would say I got involved in community life as a child. My parents were
involved in really some different kinds of community work with our church, you know. Doing
cleanup days for schools and neighborhoods and taking food to people who were sick or had
some sort of crisis going on in their families. I just really learned that service ethic from going
alongside my parents as they were living their lives, and so I think it's always been a part of my
life. It's not always been a comfortable part of my life. I remember the first time I went to a
nursing home when I was in college and I wasn't very comfortable doing that. There were people
there that ... I was young and I was strong and healthy and I'd really rather not think about that
part of life that was ahead of me and it wasn't necessarily pleasant you know but over time I
really developed a sense of sensitivity and really loved to work with older people now so, it's
just...
Ashley: (05:23) I was about ask what are some of the obstacles, frustrations, disappointments
and challenges you've faced in community work?
Cathy: I think sometimes a frustration is that you can't do enough there are issues and problems
that are very complex whether you're working at it simply by volunteering yourself or you're
working with a group to try to address some of the underlying causes of the problem takes a lot
of time. And I don't mean a lot of time just sitting in meetings. I mean a span of months and
years. You know to unravel some the biggest problems in our communities. So I think that's one
of the biggest things. And then the other thing of course is encountering people who don't care.
And you know, just trying to keep on and not get discouraged and do what's right and needed
regardless
Ashley: Understandable. (06:30) so looking back, what do you see as some of your satisfying
contributions or accomplishments?
Cathy: One of the things that I'm happiest about, well actually I'll tell you about two things. One
thing that I'm very happy about is the partnership that we, Wright State have developed through
this office and as a result of my work with Westwood Pre-K through 8 schools. We started out
there in winter of2008. We've been in 8 public schools had a levy failure and it caused them to
have to lay off a bunch of teachers and completely drop their foreign language programs except
for Spanish. And I think only one school, Strivers, had French left. So our president promised
that Wright State would do whatever it could to help fill the gaps created by those layoffs with
the levy failure. And my boss, who is retired now, Lily Howard, told me to contact the
superintendent's office and make that promise concrete. So I did that. I called and said that our
president has pledged our help and so my office is standing here waiting for you to tell us where
to go and what to do. And they put out a call to the schools and asked them to submit proposals
for how Wright State could help. And the only school that submitted a proposal was Jefferson

School and it was in its last year in the Jefferson building and the next year it was going to open
in one of the new school buildings and it's been Westwood now ever since. But that first winter I
took 3 or 4 faculty with me and we met with the principal over there and just basically asked
what do you need? We met in a conference room and the wall was papered with sheets of paper
that had every child in the school's name and every subject they were tested on at the state level.
If they had passed that subject in the state test then they had a green line through their name. And
if they had not passed that subject then they had a red line. If they were like borderline, they had
a yellow line. Well, there was so much red on the wall, it was just a very visual representation of
how desperate the need was in that school that was in academic emergency at the time and they
still are. But one of those teachers that went with me was willing to well, she just went into her
classroom after we were there and talked about the school and what they were experiencing and
her class said well we need to help right now. We can'tjust plan for the future, we need to help
right now. So they all decided to renegotiate their syllabus and incorporate tutoring into it. So
they were going to do tutoring and they were going to connect that to their assignments in the
course, their writing assignments in the course. And then we started off with 17 tutors that
winter, winter of 2008. And we have grown to about 40 to 60, actually this past fall we had 100
tutors that went over there. We are supplying volunteers for their academic family fun nights. In
fact, some of our students end up being involved in the planning, designing the games and stuff
and helping serve the food, run the games the night of. We volunteer as judges for their science
fair for their book fair days and any other special events they have, like their field days. We've
had our athletes go over read to the little kids on America Reads day. But the neatest thing that
we've been involved in, we wanted to do a Make a Difference Day project with the school. So
we wanted to show the school that we're a partner they can count on. We want to be there for
them in every way and that we were there for the long haul. So we just said we'd like to do a
Make a Difference Day project with you rather than just go somewhere and do as a onetime
thing. Since we already have this long term commitment here with you, we'd like our Make a
Difference Day project to be with you. So the principal said, well they needed a cleanup day,
which you know we didn't think was very glamorous or exciting. But that's what she said we
needed and one of the reasons she said they needed it was that people in the neighborhood didn't
respect the school; they didn't respect the school property. You'd come out every morning,
there'd be liquor bottles over the playground and trash, and people would burn trash in the trash
cans out front. And their security system had been dug up a couple of times. So we took the
initiative not just to pull off this cleanup day but to contact the Wesley community center,
Westwood Recreation Center, the Westwood Neighborhood Coalition, and the Southwest
Priority Board and brought all of these organizations together and said how can we work
together to improve this school's relationship with the community here? So we had all those
different community partners at the table with us, we had some of our students that were
involved in planning that event with all these grownup community leaders. And we had about
100 volunteers, I think over a hundred, between 100 and 125 volunteers that day. And we've
continued to have those types of events where we're working with the Wesley Community
Center and others to strengthen the school's relationship with the community. So that's one of
the biggies. The other one is I don't know if you've heard about the food pantry that we just
opened to serve Wright State students. And we had a faculty member who's very closely
associated with this office, she's a social work professor and she's the faculty liaison for the
office of service learning so she works with the faculty to develop courses, service learning
courses. And she just heard a news story on NPR about Cal State opening a food pantry there. So

we were having a meeting that morning and she shared that with us and we said well if they' re
having problems there, we surely have students that are having problems here with all of the
jobless problems and everything. So we decided to do some research and we wrote an
application to be a host site for an AmeriCorps vista to come and help us get the food pantry
started and she started in this past August and we just had the opening for the food pantry last we
and we've already served 11 students. So, we know the need is there and it's nice that we not
only have this opportunity to support our own, to serve our own students. But also to help them
stay in school and achieve their educational goals and their dreams for their life. And, also to
give this whole university campus a chanced to support our students that way. I've been so
encouraged by the fact that we have staff members, we have students who are just coming out of
the woodwork wanting to do canned food drives and make contributions and volunteer and it's
neat to see students wanting to help other students that way too so.
Ashley: That's very good. (14:38) what lessons do you carry away from your involvement in the
community and community service?
Cathy: I think it's a lot of stuff all tied together. But the first piece of it is humility. That we
here at the university with our degrees and our professors and you know, being the Bastian of
knowledge in higher education and don't know everything. And that in our work in the
community, I am constantly learning things from people out there, off campus who have their
own kind of expertise, their own kind of wisdom that we here in the university need access to.
And so there's humility in that. And that humility is also tied to the realization that it's not us in
here and them out there but that we're all in the community together. This is our community and
the problems that it has are our problems. The assets that it has are our blessings and that we're
all in the project together of making life better in this community and in our world.
Ashley: Right, well that was a wrapping up one. (16:05) I'll just ask one, like out of the blue
here. Who is one person that has influenced to your work and why have they influenced you?
Cathy: Well, it may not be the most popular answer to give when you're working for a state, you
know a state funded institution, but really it's Jesus Christ. I have been blessed so much. I have
everything I need: clothing, shelter, transportation and everything above that is luxury when you
look at what the rest of the world has. And I believe that everyone is sharing this planet with me,
we're all God's children and God loves us all equally and calls us to love each other equally.
And to share what we have not as though we own it. That it doesn't belong to us, but it's His to
share and we're avenues for that. So it's just that, I guess that idea of brotherhood.
Ashley: Oh my God that was beautiful. I did not think that you would say something like that. I
thought you would say something like somebody out of your family and all that. (17:58)
Speaking of your family, how has your family been a part of you wanting to do the community
service?
Cathy: Well, the very first project I did on campus here was a cleanup day and I was a student
here then. And I brought my kids out and we had pillowcases with us. We had to do some kind
of class project and we had to document it, do all these pieces of writing, analysis it and
everything. We did an environmental thing and we got a tree donated and planted the tree and
then we went all over campus and picked up trash. And so I had my kids out here doing that too.
And I believe that they all share that they have absorbed that desire to work with others and serve
others and help others as well. My husband, the way he's been impacted, it's had a huge impact
on him because I go home and work after I go home. I work late and work at home before I come
to work. I couldn't do all of that without his support. And not just his support in terms of his
patience with me getting home later and that kind of thing. But his literal support in terms of him

saying "Well, could I help you with that? Could I make those phone calls? Could I come to this
event and make sure people get to the right place?" And you know, so really just jumping on
board with me and doing and he's very gifted person himself and so he's made huge
contributions and increased what I've been able to do by the support that he's provided so.
Ashley: That's wonderful. (20:06) would you tell me a little bit about your childhood. You
already told me about your family and your experiences growing up?
Cathy: I grew up on a farm in west Texas. I grew up working in the field. I started working in
the field when I was 5 years old. Of course, I wasn't working all that hard then, I was picking
cotton and when I got tired my grandmother would let me go sit at the end of the row and wait
for her. So I got an early introduction to working, hard work, sweating, dirty work. And I think
that's had a big impact on me, of not being afraid of hard work. And really at the end, it's one of
the things I love, it's one of the best feelings I get is at the end of the day to go home and know
you've done the best you could that day. That you've done everything you could do that day.
And someone always says "You've gotta have balance" and I'm always thinking "well that
sounds nice" but on the other hand how do you know how much you can do unless you just try to
do one more thing? So I think you know growing up on a farm and being taught to work that
everyone in the family had a part in family business and had responsibility. But that's had a huge
impact on me.
Ashley: Well, that is wonderful. (21 :39) for this type of work tell me about your background,
and preparation for it.
Cathy: Well, I started at college in 1967 fresh out of high school. I met this really good looking,
funny, intelligent guy right away and ended up getting married in the Christmas break of my
freshman year. So I was in an honors program which was very stressful and I was also putting
myself under a lot of pressure to be the perfect wife in the model that I had been given which
was very traditional where the woman did everything at home. And it was really tough for me. I
ended up dropping out of college, and I didn't come back until my fourth child was a year old.
And it took me from, let's see, he was born in 1982 so that would have been '83, it took me 10
years to finish my bachelor's and master's degree. And I wanted to do it in a way that I could
still put my family first so you know, I just took a course at a time or two courses at a time as
best I could and to keep up my family priority. And when I first started back to college I just
said well, I didn't know what I wanted to do. When I graduated from high school I wanted to be
a writer and I was practical minded so I thought I would prepare myself to be a teacher so that I
could support myself and do my writing. And so when I started back to school after I'd had my
kids I wasn't sure whether that I wanted to be a writer anymore and I just decided I would take
courses that I liked and then over time that would help me figure out what I wanted to do. And it
worked that way for me. I ended up getting a bachelor with a double major in English and
Communications. I was a teaching assistant in interpersonal communication and for two years
and then I was a grad assistant teaching composition as I went to grad school to get my degree
and the thing that really attracted me to getting my masters in English composition was the
because I loved the study of the art of persuasion, how to be persuasive. Because I saw that it's a
useful tool for making the world a better place, getting other people to join your causes and so
forth. And so I was very fortunate that when I finished my bachelors they were just starting a
new program in the English department to focus on that, composition, writing in redbrick. And
when I finished my master's degree, there was a position I could apply for and so I taught
composition and it was you know I told you how that leads me into the service learning. So I
think how the preparation that I got to do this job was both my education in how to be

persuasive, how to use language to make things better and my religious upbringing in the church
you know which trained my ethics.
Ashley: That's wonderful (25:44) I think you answered this one. What is the most interesting
and compelling programs or that you have been involved in and why?
Cathy: Well, I told you about the school and the food pantry and one of the other things that I
found very interesting is that for the last 4 years out of this office we have run faculty learning
communities so that we work with a group of faculty all year long to learn how to incorporate
community service into your courses in a way that met the learning outcomes for those courses.
And it's been very rewarding to work with faculty from all kinds of different disciplines,
business and political science and modern languages and urban affairs and social work just you
know every kind of department with faculty who want to learn how to use their skills and their
expertise and what they're teaching their students to benefit the community. Andjust very gifted,
very generous hearted faculty members and they have challenged me. We've had 44 different
faculty members go through the faculty learning community up to now.
Ashley: OK, This is crazy; you answered like every single question on here. Well, I'm going to
try and think of one. (27:09) how did you become the director of the services?
Cathy: OK, well in the college of liberal arts I was one of the early faculty members to start
doing service learning. And in the English department, I think I already told you how after I had
been doing that little project with the elementary school for a couple of years my friend who was
also a faculty member wanted to learn how to do it too. So that next year when we created the
first service learning course in the English department, the team taught that course and I ended
up doing that with another faculty member. Well, actually two other faculty members and a
graduate student. So I kind of was mentoring people in my own department and spreading the
gospel I guess of student learning I guess in the English Department. And then we had a dean,
Dean Mary Ellen Maize she had been a member of the urban affairs department herself so she
had a very big community engagement value and she knew I had been inviting her to the
receptions that my students had to present their projects. So she had been coming to those for
several years and she decided to form a committee called the service learning committee that
would call together other faculty members who were interested in doing this kind of work and so
we could talk to each other about what we were doing, support each other and encourage others.
So over time we change, we got a member, we recruited a member in every department, in the
college of liberal arts about to be on this committee, and then we took it onto ourselves to
promote service learning within the college, and actually your professor, Margie McClellan, who
was the first chair of that committee. And she was, I don't know if she served for, I don't think
she served a whole year, because she got this huge federal grant that she had to administer and
then she got that little grant for the service learning projects and so she asked me to step into her
place as the chair on the committee so she handle that huge grant. And so I shared that
committee for many years and with that grant that Margie had written, we had some money to
work with a particular set of community partners who were trying to provide access people in
low income neighborhoods access to computers, technology. And so we were working with like
the campfire girls, all these different service organizations that had computers and were giving
access to families and children in those neighborhoods and we brought them to campus. We
asked them, first we went to lunch with them and asked them, well what do you want to do you
know how can we work together and what contribution can we make? And so, one of the things
they asked for was workshops on training them on technology, things like how to do newsletters
with word or publisher, I don't even know if they had publisher at the time, and use different

kinds of software and so we did. We hosted some workshops here and we also had some money
to do a little conference at the end of the year. And when we had that conference, we invited the
whole campus to the conference and then what we discovered after that was that there were
people doing service learning in other departments that we didn't know anything about, in other
colleges. So one of those faculty members from college of nursing contacted me and wanted to
get together and talk about what we were doing in the college of liberal arts. So we kind of like
put out some feelers as to the people who attended that first little conference we had and asked
them if they would like to be part of a grassroots group to promote civic engagement in the
institutionalization of service learning and civic engagement at the university. So this group that
we pulled together had a lot of people from University College in it and one of those people from
University College said we should invite Dr. Lilly Howard who was the senior vice president for
curriculum and instruction at that time to come to these meetings and hear what we're trying to
do. So, she came to a few of them, when she couldn't come she'd email us and let us know she
fully supported what we were doing. And we were strategizing how can we make progress
towards spreading this community engagement work throughout the university? And we decided
that the best thing we could do for that year was have another conference and get some really big
name speakers to come in and the dean of the college of liberal arts, Dr. Mazie, agreed to support
one of the big national speakers that we brought in and Dr. Howard and the Provost, who's our
President now, Dr. Hopkins agreed to also provide some funds to bring in another national
speaker. And, you know, they helped us with food, they gave us the money that we needed to
host this conference. And because we were just a committee with no official standing at all.
And so we had this conference and we got Ohio Campus Compact to give us advice about
planning a conference and everything and they recommended that at the end of the conference
we ask the provost to host a dinner and invite all the deans of all the colleges to this dinner. So,
we did that and the Provost agreed to do it and as we're walking into the dinner at the end of the
conference he leans over to me and says, "Now what am I supposed to say at this dinner?" I
thought "Oh my goodness I have real power in my hands!" But, anyway what he did at the
dinner was to say to all the deans and their representatives that were there "okay, we just heard
these two great speakers talk about this really inspiring work what our next steps are going to
be?" And the dean suggested that we have a task force to study how we should go about
incorporating community service, community engagement into the university more. And so the
next year the provost appointed a task force that worked for a year long, came up with a report
making a recommendation that we have some sort of coordinator that would develop a system
for communicating with the different colleges and units at the university, promoting this work so
following that task force report the Provost found out that he was going to be becoming President
because President Goldenberg was going to retire. And well right when he was still Provost he
and Dr. Howard agreed to create the position the office of service learning and because of the
leadership that I had demonstrated in that grassroots group and what they knew about what I'd
been doing in the college of liberal arts; they asked me to take that position which made my day.
Ashley: Oh, wow that's wonderful. (35:04) what's your, what is your greatest enjoyment about
being a director?
Cathy: I think
Ashley: You can tell me the good or the bad about it
Cathy: There are two things.
Ashley: Ok

Cathy: There are two things that I really like. One is just helping connect people to each other. I
get a lot of requests from the community saying we have this need can you know, can you get us
some students or we need a procedure manual or you know what ever their needs are and then I
identify the right professor or department set of professors that can help them and or the student
organization that could meet that need depending on how quickly they need a response. Getting
it worked into a course takes a little bit more lead time than just getting a student organization to
volunteer for an event or something. So I really enjoy talking, talking to other people hearing
about what they're trying to do, the good things they're trying to do. I remember one day I was
driving down for a lunch meeting to meet the director of the volunteer coordinator of we care
arts and I had just been at a meeting where there were people trying to work with the Westwood
school you know, and I thought how great is this that my job is working with all these people
who are trying to do such good things for our young people in the community. And so that's a
big aspect of it. The other thing is, you know, when I was teaching, I was involved in meeting
needs and doing good with my classes, but in this position I feel like I am able to multiply that
times 20 or whatever a I 00. Because I'm helping other people do what I used to do, you know.
So instead of it just being my class now, I'm helping like 20 classes or something a quarter, 30
classes, you know to do things in the community. So, it's that feeling of multiplying the good,
spreading the good around. The University is funded by taxpayer dollars, it's a public institution,
and we need to be engaged in the project of serving the public good. So I think that's one of the,
I think those are the great pieces of it. Frustrating part is not having enough resources is not
having enough, I need an assistant director, I need a full time administrative assistant. I have a
halftime administrative assistant. There are so many things I either can't get to or can't do well
because there are not enough hours in the day and I only have two hands. So I have been blessed
to be able to write an application for us to be a host site for two AmeriCorps Vistas and the way
they have increased the good things, we're able to do is phenomenal and just really great but we
need to make a lot of progress. The university is hoping to apply for the Carnegie Designation
for Community Engagement in20 15 and secure that. Our north central accreditation from,
depends on the, the fifth criteria for our accreditation is community engagement. So we need to
develop an assessment plan. There's some formalized that we need to do. We need to have a
system for evaluating our service sites and assessing those and a system for assessing the quality
of our community work and improving that over time and some really big systems that need to
be developed that I have a difficult time getting to because I'm trying to, you know just run the
programs and supervise the programs day in and day out. You know I get phone calls from
students who have mandatory community service from some sort of interaction they've had with
the courts and you know there's no one to take care of that but me. We have a web page that
needs to do a much better job of representing the great work that we're doing but there's only,
I'm the only one who can write stuff for it so there's a lot of things sitting there waiting for me to
have more time. And that's the frustrating thing knowing what we could be doing and not being
able to do it.
Ashley: Okay. (40:05) now you said you were a teacher first right? I know you probably got an
enjoyment about just teaching but were there other things you liked about being a teacher?
Cathy: Well I love the students. The students make every class different, and I know I can still
remember certain papers that students have written from 15 years ago. And I can, remember
those very papers. I don't know what could be better because they're human beings, they're
interesting and they're smart and talented and they have so much to give.

Ashley: It's quite rare that I hear a lot of teachers like their work. So, I mean, that's good you
really liked being a teacher. (41: 05) You've won some awards. So you must be very proud of
that. Was there like any award you were most proud of or you just loved every one of them?
Cathy: Well, you love every one of them.
Ashley: Of Course
Cathy: Because they don't pay you big bucks for working in higher education. Well, at least not
for teaching and all of my awards except for one have been for teaching and actually they've all
been for teaching because the one award I was going to say wasn't for teaching is actually an
award that my students helped us earn because it was the business writing class where my
students were writing projects for nonprofit organizations who over I think 3 quarters time
students in different classes, business writing classes developed the first policy and procedures
manual that the YWCA shelter services had ever had. So they gave us the award, it's called the
Victory over Violence award which doesn't sound like a teaching award but that's what I was
doing to earn it you know working with my students to teach them to do good business writing
and they produced products that served nonprofit organizations, one of which was the YWCA.
So I was really proud of that one but when I won outstanding university lecturer that was a big
thing because that's pretty much the biggest thing that someone at my rank could win. And it
leads to several other awards that I probably wouldn't have gotten if I hadn't gotten that one. So,
that's very nice. Your department has to nominate you and write all kinds of neat stuff and then
it has to go through your college, your college has to choose you among the other people in the
college that have been nominated and then it goes all the way to the university so that was
something I really appreciated.
Ashley: (43:1 0) So after your teaching, why did you decide to come to Wright State. What did
Wright State give you from other colleges?
Cathy: Well, I came to Wright State because my husband was already here.
Ashley: Oh, okay
Cathy: While I was still having babies, he came, we have 4 kids. He got a job, fresh out of his
PhD here at Wright State. He started teaching here in 1974 and so he was teaching here and I
wasn't going to go someplace else, you know. So you know ended up working here. But I will
say this I would like to think I would have chosen to work at Wright State even if it hadn't been
a choice of convenience. Because one thing I've really liked about Wright State is the diversity
and you know, we always think of racial diversity and ethnic diversity but one of the things that
has meant a lot to me is the age diversity, having older students that are not just the fresh out of
high school students that have done some other things and that have come here to get a formal
education, higher education. And those students have such rich experiences and they're part of
what made me feel welcome because I was a nontraditional student I had, you know been, have
dropped out of college in 1968 and then come back in 1980 and so it made me feel more
comfortable that there were other people here like me. Now I see other students who say, oh I
feel so weird because I'm so old, so much older than the other students and I look at them and I
think, you know, I really can't tell that you're older than the other students because they look
young, they still look young to me. And so probably that's what I looked like whenever I was
feeling like I was so much older than the other students but not being very fresh out of high
school I was really nervous and really afraid and everyone here at Wright State helped me feel
supported and welcomed and I think that's a great thing about Wright State.
Ashley: Well that's wonderful (45:49) I wanted to go back to like the children that were in
courts because they had to do community service. Have you worked with any of those students?

Cathy: We had a student just this January who had court mandated community service and she
helped us get the food pantry ready to open. That was her community service. And some days,
you can see that I have all these boxes sitting around from our move, we just moved our offices.
And all these nicely lettered big so I can read them easily signs on the boxes, they were done by
her because she whenever there was nothing she could do in the food pantry she helped me pack
my office and so we could get ready to move and she had a very sweet disposition, it was very
easy to work with her and thoroughly enjoyed having her around so.
Ashley: (46:09) these people that were in courts, would you still work with those students?
Cathy: Oh yeah. For me personally, I have no problem with that because, I don't believe there
is anybody who hasn't disappointed themselves, you know? Who hasn't made some mistakes
and needed someone to forgive them. And I know I certainly have needed that in my life. So, I
don't feel like I have, you know a high horse to sit on when it comes to someone who's doing
court mandated community service. And so yeah, I'm very comfortable with them. Now, in
terms of setting them up in community service out in the community different nonprofit
organizations have their own policies. Some of them won't work with students who you know
have court mandated community service; some of them will be depending on what the infraction
was. And certainly we are working with the schools a lot and if you're doing that you have to
have background checks and so something's won't get through the background checks you
know to work with the schools.
Ashley: Well, that's why I wanted to ask because there are not really a lot of people who will
work with the students like that. You know, so I'm just happy you are giving them a chance to
work and let them know that its okay you made a mistake and you're doing the best that you can
to change that. (48:30) now your children must be a bundle ofjoy for you.
Cathy: Yep
Ashley: Now if they wanted to do something like this what would you encourage them to do
first?
Cathy: Well, I think to pay attention to your conscience. And whenever your conscience
prompts you to do something, not to neglect that. Because over time if you put it off your
conscience will get dull and it won't tell you about the neat things you could be doing with other
people. And you'll be missing out. So I think that's the first thing is just to listen for those little
pricks and those little promptings that you have in your heart that say I want to do something. I
want to be a part of this, I want to get involved and follow that. That's the first thing.
Ashley: Wow, that's good. (49:33) I'm thinking of another one I could ask you. You said you
talked with Marjorie and yeah she's my teacher now and I really enjoy her. You still talk to her
on a regular basis?
Cathy: Yes, Margie is a member of the service learning advisory council. And we worked on a
grant together back in the fall to develop a civic minor in urban education. And we received the
grant so we'll be continuing to work together.
Ashley: Oh wow, my gosh (50: 13) what is the nice thing about working with Marjorie?
Cathy: that Marjorie really loves the community, loves other people, has a joy in working with
them and that's something that we share. And the smile that she has you know, shows that.
Ashley: I had to ask you because I love Marjorie very very much. She's a nice person. She's so
optimistic. (50:48) now, your husband how long have you two been married?
Cathy: 43 years.
Ashley: Oh wow! Not stopping now
Cathy: nope

Ashley: that's wonderful. (51 :01) are you and your husband still doing community service?
Well, I know you are but is he?
Cathy: He just retired this past June and this quarter he's teaching a course, it's a service
learning course, the service learning program has two courses, SRV 200 and SRV 400 and
they're part of the citizen scholar's certificate program. SRV 200 is the foundation course that
everyone who wants to earn the certificate has to take and then you can take any 3 other service
learning courses and the capstone course which is SRV 400 and we just have our first student
who is completing the SRV 400 this term. But anyway, my husband is teaching a section of SRV
200 this quarter and he's teaching his students the fundamentals of argument and debate in terms
of using them for how to participate in public meetings and write advocacy letters write
arguments that will persuade people that something needs to change. And then his students are
working with 6th, i\ and gth grade students over at Westwood Pre K-8 School teaching them
how to debate and they're going to hold a debate on, I'm trying to remember what their issue is
that, it's whether they should be allowed to have cell phones in school. So they're, learning how
to stand up for what they believe in and make a case for it. So that's he's involved in service that
way. He also is an elder at our church and is involved in several different ways you know, in
service in that way. And he continues to be called on because of the position he had here at the
university and the skills that he had here to do things out in the community. And you know he
enjoys doing that.
Ashley: (53:00) have you and your husband done an event together? And if you have, what type
of enjoyment did you get out of that?
Cathy: Yeah but really that's huge. There are all kinds of ways to make marriage work and all
kinds of different kinds of marriages that do work. But it really is nice when you share, when you
have common values and common interests and I know back in the fall when we were having the
Westwood Pride Day again, the Westwood cleanup day, he was there with me we were raking
leaves and bagging leaves. He would hold the bag while I put the leaves in or I would hold the
bag while he put the leaves in. It just made it more fun you know? And when we left it was like,
it was very satisfying feeling to be working on that together.
Ashley: Aw, that's wonderful. (54:13) have your children been involved in any community
service with you?
Cathy: my oldest son is in graduate school at George Mason University in Washington D.C.
getting a degree in public policy. With the intention of going into a career in you know, public
works somehow, probably working with the federal government. My daughter who's just two
years younger than him has a very high rank in civil service in Los Angeles Air Force base and I
don't-remember what program, she's changed programs several different times. She's worked at
the Pentagon for a year protecting the taxpayers' dollars in terms of air force research and
development dollars. So she was managing like a $20 billion dollar budget or something like
that, it was huge. So she has that way of, you know that she's serving the public good as well.
Our third daughter right now is on maternity leave, she just had a baby, but before she went on
maternity leave she had been the executive director for an organization called JUST, which was a
prison ministry that did all kinds of educational programs within the Dupage county jail. And
before that she ran a crisis pregnancy center, so she's and she's in the process of being ordained
as a Presbyterian, evangelical Presbyterian minister so she's deeply steeped in serving. My baby
boy, he's the baby of the family, you know what can I say? He's still kind of having fun. I mean
and that its own kind of service. Actually that's one of the things, I've been working on a new
course for when we go to semesters system and it's and one of the aspects of that course I've

been looking at all the different ways that someone can do service and how you can look at your
whole life as service. You can look at your work as service. Everyone can do their work, almost
any kind of work; you can do in a way that serves other people. And by being honest and being
dependable, and being hardworking and giving your employer a good value for the dollar he's
spending or she is spending to pay your wages and I would say my son is giving to others in that
way. He's a very hard worker. He works in construction and has worked to very high levels in
construction. The other thing he does is give joy. He loves life, loves people, he carries joy with
him in everything he does and it's infectious. He teaches swing dance lessons when he's and
does exhibitions and does swing dance, participates in competitions and does stage shows and all
that and it's infectious watching him dance.
Ashley: Oh that's wonderful! You did a good job. You and your husband you really did a good
job. (58:05) out of this whole thing that you've been through because you've been through so
much obstacles what would you take away from that?
Cathy: oh wow.
Ashley: it must've been well worth it because look where you are now.
Cathy: Urn,
Ashley: good question, hard question?
Cathy: well, it's again I have to be very personal about it. I think the most important thing, the
most important thing you can do in your whole life is take care of your relationship with God and
to you know checking in with, about how you're doing in terms of serving His will and it keeps
you honest and it keeps you humble and trusting that He's in charge and that when things are
frustrating and don't seem to be going the way you think the need to be going that really it's all
his job it's all his work and so you can be patient and you can not feel like you cannot make
other people enemies when they're not enemies. What I'm, I mean is not making them enemies
inside your head. But just trusting that it's all his work and everything will happen as it's
supposed to happen. And all you have to do is be faithful to what he's given you that day.
Ashley: that is wonderful. And last question (59:50) for the students who want to do your job
what would you say to them?
Cathy: look for the SRV and SRVI designations on the courses when you register and take as
many Service learning courses as you can. Get the citizen scholar's certificate. Consider doing an
AmeriCorps vista year after you graduate, that's great preparation. Graduate degrees that you can
get involved in that would prepare you well for this work would be in urban planning, the
American Humanics program, and social work programs. Those are helping you, giving you
opportunities to work in the community and learn how the community works, learn how it's
different from higher education, and how to talk across that barrier. And the other thing is to you
know, I would say get a degree in an academic field. Get your graduate degree in an academic
discipline rather than in higher education student services. A lot of people might think that you
could get this position that way but that degree will be very limiting. That the higher
education/student services masters and PhD prepare you to work in student services like the
registrar's office, the admissions office, the bursar's office, student activities but not to work
with academic programs and if you get prepared to work in an academic program there won't be
anything that limits you. But the fields that prepare you well to do this would be urban affairs,
social work, sociology, political science, and those areas.

